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HOW 'BEATS' JOINED 
DATA AND CREATIVITY 

TO GAIN 1 MILLION 
FOLLOWERS IN 2021'S 

CARNAVAL
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Due to the COVID-19 pandemic and its health 
restrictions, Brazil's Carnaval got cancelled in 2021. Even 
so, this didn't stop Ambev to innovate: the company 
created a reality show to capture its audience attention.

Its strategy was to bring single influencers to an isolated 
island without mobile phones and let it flow. All of it 
commanded by the famous Brazilian artist Anitta.

The reality show production was focused on social 
media, splitting its content by both Instagram and 
Youtube's format, driving it to achieve impressive 
engagement metrics.

In the following pages we will show you how this 
breakthrough idea was based on data.

Get to know the
“Ilhados com Beats’
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SUCCESS THROUGH DATA
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#1  Reality Shows are considerably relevant in Brazil
While TV shows are the second most viewed topic in online videos in Brazil, its most engaged 

content are about Reality Shows.

Translation:
- Programas de TV = TV Shows
- Filmes, TV & Séries = Movies, TV & Series
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With their kick-off in Tik Tok, creators' houses are spreading across social media platforms. They are made 
of a group of creators that live and create content together, reaching millions of followers - and views.

#2 The success of Creators' houses
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#3 Dating as a main topic
Dating and Weddings may be found in the TOP 15 Topics of Beats's audience. Picking up single 

influencers that create content about it was a great shot.

Translation:
- Namoro $ Casamento = Dating & Weddings
- Relacionamentos  = Relationships
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In the first months of the year, Carnaval is one of the most relevant topics for Brazilian people - especially 
for those aged in between 18 and 34 years old. Besides that, Carnaval is an event that is organic connected 

to 'Beats' as we can see in its social media activity in the past years.

#4 Attention to a cultural calendar and its adherence  
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Joining one of the most influential creators in Brazil with creators surrounded by the reality show 
environment definitely was a success.

#5 Relevant creators
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RESULTS
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The reality show resulted in more than 1 million new followers in 'Beats's Instagram. Furthermore, 'Ilhados com Beats' 
stamped headlines in several news' websites. People wanted to watch that content spontaneously - and 'Beats' did it 

successfully.

Entertaining without interruptions 
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